Heads up, I've been on the phone with Fire Comm this morning. All phone lines are down for Fire Comm including 911 dispatch, with the exception of one phone number 464-4647. There is a issue with w/water damage w/AT&T, that is impacting regional dispatch centers. Allegedly, only city of Lodi is fully functional. I'm sending in a dispatcher, but it's not looking good, our phones are likely impacted too. More to follow.

All calls are being routed to the one working phone number 464-4647

Jason Farnsworth

Got it, I will let staff know

Thank you
I'm not going to be able to make it on the call tomorrow. I'm on the way to Arizona because my parents' house burnt down. If I don't make it back by Monday I'll have Mario in the office to cover for me. I'll work with Alan on fine tuning our plan. Call me if you need me.

Mar 26, 2020, 11:24 PM
I would like to let our mgmt team know tomorrow about your situation. Safe travels.

That's fine

Mar 26, 2020, 7:50 AM
Things are ok, everyone is safe and healthy. I am working on

Mar 27, 2020, 7:15 PM
How are things?

Mar 28, 2020, 7:50 AM
Things are ok, everyone is safe and healthy. I am working on

Mar 28, 2020, 7:56 AM
Assuming extra standby is available for storm coming in tomorrow. Thank you.

Yes we loaded a few up before the weekend

Dec 4, 2019, 10:47 AM
Looks like trade and maintenance is going to mediation

Dec 4, 2019, 12:21 PM
another vote same package next week, and a request to start mediation

O&M

Mar 26, 2020, 8:20 PM
I'm not going to be able to make it on the call tomorrow. I'm on the way to Arizona because my parents' house
J

Hopefully down to an hour
They need to pressure test the line and make sure we have no leaks
Then we can drop the plug and be done
Pumping yet?
Working the plug into the line
Got the plug in and setting the pump in now
Pumping
Great. What time is everyone meeting tomorrow? And where?

J

Looks like the crews will start showing up around 7:00 l believe Viking is 8:00
At the manhole we are repairing

J

Yes, I have the service truck getting them lined and will monitor them until they go home.
I will also drive by later and check progress and address any concerns

J

Are they going to try and trim frayed liner?
Yes, tomorrow I will contact the project manager and cover the options on it
The more I think about the submerged part may be fine.
We are in a good spot tonight, we have much better info to make decisions on.

J

Still setting up the diversion pumping, I left to get the guys some pizza

J

Hopefully down to an hour
They need to pressure test the line and make sure we have no leaks
Might get lucky and not have to replace the bottom manhole.

So far we have pulled 7 loads out of the line, made it 200 feet with the camera just lining issues so far. I don't see any new flow coming in which is good for any other potential problems.

Got it.

Any update on groundwater table?

Same as level as yesterday afternoon no new digging today.

How do we know it is the same today?

Water was pooling at the same location as yesterday.

Pumping systems are operating normally?

Yes

Still pumping at the same rate.

Found one posting on a locked bathroom. None of the inclosed bulletin board where you would walk into the marina to get close to the water have a posting.

Soil is drying out well, we are going to dig tomorrow morning and see how far we can get.

The hole is still growing and took more pavement with the heavy equipment running over the plant.
I would recommend placing the posting inside each entrance.

Mon, Aug 17, 10:31 AM

I made it in, they finally got the power on and I was able to get the kids situated for the rest of the school day.

Thu, Sep 24, 1:51 PM

I asked them to complete it, it will be one additional day.

Why don't we ask Solidwaste to pay for two cleanups per year, and we do it once a quarter then.

Sun, Oct 6, 10:10 AM

Good morning sorry to bother.
Good morning, I sent you an email on the north new castle. We are ok to proceed on 12/15 if it is still an option.

Good Morning, I just finished up my phone appointment with the Dr. they put me in a high risk category and let me know to expect a nurse to call and set an appointment to come in.

Ok. Keep me posted and take care.

Thank you

My appointment is set for 12/15

Please follow up with Jamye regarding timesheet.

Yes sir

Ok. Keep me posted and take care.

Thank you

My appointment is set for 12/15

Please follow up with Jamye regarding timesheet.

Yes sir

I was tested today they told me 3-5 days for the results, I also have another doctors appointment scheduled for tomorrow afternoon.
T-Plant phone is now working. They are on a wired connection so it could have been call volume that interrupted the signal before.

No problems to report for water division. Will advise if any are discovered.

Per Robert: SCADA working at both plants. Comcast having issue with internet at RWCF. Checking pump stations.

No problems to report for Collections. Will advise if anything develops.

FYI: Firecom was not working fir us at 9:00 last night. Field staff used cell phones.

Apparently VOIP services are/were down for the City of Stockton. Please verify your respective areas have these services and are functioning properly.

Downtown AT&T system experienced water damage overnight and took out COS services. Haven't got an ETA on restoration yet but wanted to verify status of MUD systems.

Please confirm you got this message.

FYI: Firecom was not working fir us at 9:00 last night. Field staff used cell phones.

Please provide positive responses if verified VOIP is or is not working in your respective areas. See Deedee's response above. Thank you.

Collections, can not reach Firecom, we have switched to the number provided by PW for dispatch and are utilizing cell phones.

Angie is working today and she says phones are down.

Desk phones at admin are not
Main Plant SCADA is showing comm alarms at several stations. Operators cannot clear the alarm because of signal interruption at the station. Robert Peck was contacted and he cannot remote in to the stations to reset the alarms.

Only 3 stations do not have power: Bonnie Brook storm, has 1 gas power engine running. Sanitary: Quail lakes - powered by generator North pump one engine running.

Ops office iPhones are ringing through now.

Angie is working today and she says phones are down

Desk phones at admin are not working. Comcast is down so vpn to SCADA is not available.

Can SCADA at outlying facilities be accessed from main plant/ DWTP?

I’ll check

Mitch, see request above regarding water verification.

Stephen, need update on power to facilities as previously requested.

Phones are working at delta.

Yes SCADA can be accessed from main plants

Admin building phones are working now

Mitch

Phones working at wfo

Fuel pump was down yesterday, trying to verify if it is still down

We may have to switch to p-cards if we get in a pinch for fuel

Main Plant SCADA is showing comm alarms at several stations. Operators cannot clear the alarm because of signal interruption at the

Only 3 stations do not have power: Bonnie Brook storm, has 1 gas power engine running. Sanitary: Quail lakes - powered by generator North pump one engine running.

Ops office iPhones are ringing through now.

Thank you everyone.